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Abstract: Pedestrians’ route choice is critical for several purposes, while deliberately changing map
representations can influence map users’ route choice. Simplifying routes’ geometric shapes is one
way to achieve this. However, the other geometric characteristics of routes (e.g., the relative distance
of different routes, differences in initial orientation, the number of intersections, and the direction
changes) also influence pedestrians’ route choice, per relevant research. Hence, this study conducted
an experimental investigation to examine the influence of route shape simplification on pedestrians’
route choice, under various geometric characteristics conditions. The results of the statistical tests
and correlation analyses showed that (1) route shape simplification has a significant influence
on route choice; (2) larger relative distance and direction changes reduce shape simplification’s
influence, while the number of intersections and differences in initial orientation have weak effects;
(3) 1.3 times the relative distance may be the threshold for the selection of recommended routes, and
the improvement of visual continuity at route nodes may prove more influential. The results of this
study can support the applicability of shape simplification to influence route choice.

Keywords: route choice; pedestrians; decision-making behavior; shape simplification

1. Introduction

Pedestrians’ route choice is critical for several purposes, as pedestrian flow influences
stores’ viability in inner city areas and the planning and design of public spaces and fa-
cilities [1–3]. A road map is a common tool to help pedestrians with route planning in
unfamiliar environments [4,5]. Researchers have found that pedestrians without individual
preferences and requirements make similar route choices because people have similar cogni-
tive habits when using maps [6–9], which can result in unbalanced pedestrian flow. Hence,
some studies have focused on consciously changing map representations to influence
map users’ route choices. Some researchers have indicated that decision-making influ-
ence should be an important map function to broaden map applications and commercial
promotion [10–12].

There are two common approaches to changing map representations to influence map
users’ route choice. The first is to add extra symbols or change symbol visualization while
retaining the route’s geometric shapes (e.g., changing the color of road symbols to represent
traffic information, including travel time, traffic accidents, and congestion) [13–15]. The
second approach is to change routes’ geometric shapes, such as recommending a longer
route by simplifying its shape [16] because people prefer routes with simpler shapes [14,17,18].
Compared with the first approach, route shape simplification may be more effective because
a simple route shape is easy to perceive, understand, memorize, and follow, and can reduce
cognitive burden in the decision-making process [7,19–21]. Such simplification has been
widely adopted in cartography generalization and map representations to improve map
clarity, recognition efficiency [22–24], and schematic maps [25,26].
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Related research has verified that shape simplification can influence map users’ route
choice when a recommended route and another route have a slight distance difference [16].
However, according to cognition psychology, when using a road map pedestrians’ route
choice is also influenced by other geometric characteristics, including the relative distance
of different routes [27–29], the difference in initial orientation (i.e., the difference in orien-
tation from the starting point to the first turn and the orientation from the starting point
to the destination point) [8,17,30,31], the number of intersections [32–34], and direction
changes [9]. There is a lack of research on whether route shape simplification influences
people’s route choice with a consideration of various geometric characteristics. This is
critical for practical application because it is not possible that all routes from a starting point
to a destination have a similar relative distance, initial orientation, number of intersections,
and direction changes. Accordingly, this study aims to evaluate the influence of route shape
simplification (with a consideration of various geometric characteristics) on pedestrians’
route choice. Additionally, it is necessary to choose an appropriate method of route shape
simplification to improve users’ route recognition, which is not considered in prior research.

Compared with extant research, this study conducts a more comprehensive evaluation
of shape simplification’s influence on pedestrians’ route choice. It explores whether route
shape simplification can effectively enhance pedestrians’ choice preferences under different
conditions, including various geometric characteristics. Furthermore, the relations between
the different conditions of the other geometric characteristics and the influence of shape
simplification on route choice behavior are revealed via a correlation analysis. Additionally,
some suggestions to avoid the negative impacts of other geometric characteristics on the
influence of shape simplification are provided.

2. Related Works on Influencing Factors for Pedestrian Route Choice

Many studies have examined the influencing factors of pedestrians’ route choice
behavior. Three main factors have a significant influence on pedestrians’ route choice
behavior: individual differences, temporary disturbances, and road network-related geo-
metric factors [35]. Individual differences are highly dependent on personal requirements,
the purpose of the trip, pedestrians’ spatial skills, and pedestrians’ familiarity with the
environment [36]. Temporary disturbances only impact on-route decisions according to
specific situations and environmental factors, for example, sudden traffic accidents, conges-
tion, accessibility, and walkability [15]. Road network-related geometric factors include the
route’s geometric shape, relative distance, initial orientation, the number of intersections,
and direction changes [9,37–39].

Further, several studies have indicated that pedestrian route choice is most significantly
affected by the geometric characteristics of road networks. The relative distance of different
routes on maps has a considerable influence on route choice behavior because pedestrians
prefer shorter routes [28,29]. The influence of the number of intersections on a given
route’s distance perception may be explained by clutter effects. When a route has several
intersections, pedestrians believe that the route is longer, compared with routes with fewer
intersections [32,40]. Moreover, a route with few direction changes has good visual continuity,
which makes it easier for pedestrians to understand, memorize, and follow [41,42]. As
pedestrians are used to keeping track of the target’s orientation throughout their trip in
order to reduce their cognitive effort, they may prefer routes with smaller differences
between the orientation from their starting point to the first turn and the orientation from
their starting point to their destination [8].

Routes with simpler shapes may be the most frequently chosen when pedestrians
use maps [39]. Pedestrians prefer routes with simpler shapes because they have shorter
perceived lengths [14,17,18]. A route is generally perceived as consisting of different parts
due to psychological compression. For instance, a route with a complex shape (e.g., more
sharp turns) may be perceived as consisting of more parts, which makes psychological
compression more difficult as it has a longer perceived length [43,44]. Prior empirical
studies have attempted to influence pedestrians’ choices regarding specific routes using
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different experimental designs; they found that the simplification of routes’ geometric shape
has a significant influence under similar conditions of other geometric characteristics [16].

3. Methods of the Survey
3.1. Experimental Methods

This study aims to determine whether route shape simplification can influence people’s
route choice, considering various geometric characteristics including relative distance,
initial orientation, number of intersections, and direction changes. To this end, route choice
experiments and a correlation analysis are conducted. First, the maps of some roads suitable
for walking were selected as baseline maps. Subsequently, a route choice experiment using
these baseline maps according to the given starting and destination points was conducted.
The selection of the starting and destination points followed three criteria. (1) There is
more than one possible route from the starting point to the destination point. Three pairs
of starting and destination points on each baseline map were selected. (2) From the starting
point to the destination point in pairs 1, 2, and 3, there should be possible routes with large
differences in initial orientation, number of intersections, and relative distance, respectively.
(3) The starting and destination points of the three pairs have different orientations and
pass through the map regions to the extent possible.

In this study, for each baseline map, the route chosen by most participants is referred
to as the baseline route. Other choice routes are regarded as candidates of recommended
routes. If a candidate of a recommended route has the same segments as its corresponding
baseline route, it was not selected as a route to be recommended because its shape simplifi-
cation must result in a change to the baseline route. Then, the shapes of the recommended
routes were simplified to generate the modified maps, while a route choice experiment
using the modified maps was conducted.

According to the route choice results, a Chi-square test was conducted to evaluate
whether the influences of shape simplification for the route choice results are significant.
Correlation analyses were used to evaluate whether there are associations between the
influence of route shape simplification on pedestrians’ route choice behavior and other
geometric characteristics. Although different geometric characteristics are considered in
the selection of pairs of starting and destination points according to criterion (2), there
may be large differences for more than one geometric characteristic among option routes.
Hence, all route choice results were included in the correlation analysis. The four geometric
characteristics included in the correlation analysis are defined as follows:

• Difference in initial orientation is the deviation between the orientation from the
starting point to the first turn and the orientation from the starting point to the
destination point. The absolute value of deviation is used in this study;

• Difference in the number of intersections is calculated by subtracting the number of
intersections in a baseline route from that in its corresponding recommended route;

• Relative distance is the ratio of the length of a recommended route to that of its
corresponding baseline route on the baseline map;

• Direction changes are determined by angular step depth (i.e., the sum of the normal-
ized values of the direction change on all nodes of a route, while the range of the
normalized value of a node is set from 0 to 2 for a 0◦ to 180◦ direction change [45]).

3.2. Selection of the Shape Simplification Method

There are two approaches to simplify a recommended route: (1) simplification based
on the whole route while displacing the nodes and (2) simplification based on a segment of
the route while retaining the nodes’ positions. For the simplification of route shape, this
study preserved the overall similarity of a route’s original and simplified shapes, which
was important for map usability vis à vis deformed map representations [46]. Hence,
segment-based simplification was adopted in this study to avoid shape distortions due to
the displacement of the nodes, thus maintaining similarity between the modified maps
and their corresponding baseline maps. The Douglas–Peucker algorithm [47] is commonly
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used for line shape simplification and can better preserve the shape features of lines [48].
The implementation of this algorithm consists of four steps:

1. Connect the start and end vertices with a straight line;
2. Calculate the perpendicular distances from the vertices on the road line to the straight

line;
3. If the maximum perpendicular distance is equal to or more than a given threshold,

divide the road line into two sub-lines; otherwise, straighten the road line;
4. Continue the subdivision process for sub-lines until no perpendicular distance is

larger than the threshold.

However, it is not easy to provide a reasonable threshold for the perpendicular dis-
tance used in the Douglas–Peucker algorithm. Li and Dong’s method [49] follows the
implementation process of the Douglas–Peucker algorithm and adopts direction distortion
(see Figure 1a) instead of perpendicular distance as the criterion to split a road line; hence,
it was used in this study. Furthermore, a 45◦ turning angle is generally regarded as a road
turn [50] and thus can be used as the threshold of direction distortion for the simplification
of a segment. In this study, we manually simplified the recommended routes following the
implementation process of the Douglas–Peucker algorithm and Li and Dong’s method. The
route distance and angle of direction distortion were measured using coordinated geometry
editing tools in ArcMap. Figure 1b shows one example of a route’s shape simplification.
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Figure 1. Route shape simplification. (a) Line shape simplification using direction distortion. (b) Example
of a route’s shape simplification.

3.3. Experimental Data

This study investigates the associations of route shape simplification with pedestrians’
route choice, considering various geometric characteristics of routes. Seven road maps
(shown in Figure 2) showing regions near parks and public areas in Chengdu City, China,
and with sizes of approximately 2.5 km × 3 km, which are appropriate for walking, were
selected as baseline maps. Further, maps containing dense and sparse road networks likely
contain similar and distinctive geometric characteristics. This facilitates the evaluation of
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the influence of route shape simplification on route choice behavior under different geo-
metric characteristics. All maps used in the experiment were sourced from OpenStreetMap
(https://www.openstreetmap.org, accessed on 22 May 2022) and were vectorized using
ArcMap software 10.8.
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Figure 2. The seven baseline maps used in this study.

3.4. Procedure and Subjects

According to the criteria for selecting the starting and destination points in Section 3.1,
three pairs of different starting (Sn) and destination (Dn) points on each baseline map were
selected, thereby generating a total of 21 baseline maps. A route choice experiment using
the 21 baseline maps was conducted. Based on the route choice results for the baseline
maps and the selection criteria for the recommended routes in Section 3.1, some routes
were considered as routes to be recommended. The shapes of the recommended routes
were simplified using the simplification methods discussed in Section 3.2 to generate
modified maps. A route choice experiment using the modified maps was then conducted.
According to the route choice results for the baseline maps and the modified maps, a
Chi-square test and partial correlation analysis were conducted using the Statistical Product
and Service Solutions software (version 26); this was to study the associations of the
influence of route shape simplification on pedestrians’ route choice with multiple geometric
characteristics, including relative distance, initial orientation, number of intersections, and
direction changes.

https://www.openstreetmap.org
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In total, 120 participants (65 men and 55 women) from different academic backgrounds
(cartography, environmental science, accounting, and architecture) and of ages (20–50 years
old) participated in the experiments. The participants were divided equally into two
groups. The first group participated in the route choice experiment using the baseline maps,
whereas the second group participated in the route choice experiment using the modified
maps with simplified recommended routes. In the experiments, a booklet of the maps in a
random order was delivered to each participant. In the booklet, the printed map had the
same width as an A4 sheet and the length–width ratio of the map was maintained. An
example of the experiment map in the A4 format has been added to the Figure S1. The
participants were asked to choose a route suitable for walking from a specified starting
point to the destination point and mark their chosen route on the maps. All experiments
were conducted during the daytime in a laboratory (which was brightly lit), and silence
was maintained throughout the experiment.

4. Results
4.1. Route Choice Using Baseline Maps

In the route choice experiments using the baseline road maps, three pairs of starting
and destination points were selected and there were several routes with different geometric
characteristics between both points. The baseline maps with starting (Sn) and destination
(Dn) points are shown in the Figure S2. The route choice results for the baseline maps are
shown in Figure 3, and all routes chosen by the participants on the seven baseline maps
and their geometric information are shown in the Figure S3 and Table S1. In Figure 3, the
routes P1 with the highest choice percentages are selected as the baseline routes, while the
other routes are candidates for recommended routes.
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Base on the route choice results for the baseline maps and the selection criteria for the
recommended routes mentioned in Section 3.1, 36 routes were selected as the recommended
routes, from a pool of 57 less-chosen routes. In Figure 4, 36 recommended routes and their
corresponding baseline routes were depicted by red lines and black lines, and the starting
(Sn) and destination (Dn) points were depicted by red solid circles.
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4.2. Route Choice Using Modified Maps

This section outlines the route choice experiments using the modified road maps with
simplified recommended routes. These recommended routes (see Figure 4) were simplified
using Li and Dong’s [49] method, with a threshold of 45◦ direction distortion, as mentioned
in Section 3.2. Subsequently, 36 modified maps illustrating these recommended routes after
shape simplification were generated. Figure 5 shows four examples of the modified maps;
the remaining modified maps are shown in the Figure S4.
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The results of the recommended route choices on the modified maps are shown
in Figure 6. In Figure 6, the column height represents the choice percentage of the recom-
mended routes on the modified map while the blue segment of each column represents the
choice percentage of the recommended routes on the baseline map. The choice percentages
of the recommended routes range from 10% to 97% (see Figure 6), and the mean value is
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44% (variance = 0.08). Among them, 15 recommended routes on the modified maps have the
highest choice percentages, compared with the non-recommended routes. The mean value
of the choice percentage increase of 36 recommended routes is 31% (variance = 0.05), and
the choice percentage increase of 23 recommended routes is lower than 31% (see Figure 6).
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5. Significance Analysis

To further evaluate whether the influence effects were significant for the 36 modified
maps, a Chi-square test was conducted and the results are shown in Table 1. In a Chi-square
test, a larger χ2 value indicates stronger influence effects due to specific factors [51,52]. In
this study, a larger χ2 value represents higher influence degrees of route shape simplification
in terms of changing the results of the route choice between the baseline and modified
maps. p value is the significance statistic value of the Chi-Square test, and the significance
level α was 0.05 in this study. According to the results, there are significant differences
for 29 modified maps (p < 0.05) and no significant differences for seven modified maps
(p > 0.05), which are highlighted using bold font.

Table 1. Results of the Chi-square test.

Recommended Route No. Experiment Map (Number of Participants Who Chose the
Recommended Route) χ2 Value p Value

Map1-SD1-P2 Baseline map (13); Modified map (52) 50 0.00
Map2-SD1-P2 Baseline map (10); Modified map (49) 50 0.00
Map3-SD1-P2 Baseline map (14); Modified map (47) 34 0.00
Map3-SD1-P3 Baseline map (10); Modified map (26) 9 0.00
Map4-SD1-P3 Baseline map (9); Modified map (56) 74 0.00
Map5-SD1-P2 Baseline map (16); Modified map (58) 61 0.00
Map6-SD1-P3 Baseline map (7); Modified map (17) 5 0.02
Map6-SD1-P4 Baseline map (4); Modified map (20) 13 0.00
Map7-SD1-P3 Baseline map (13); Modified map (34) 14 0.00
Map7-SD1-P4 Baseline map (5); Modified map (16) 7 0.01
Map1-SD2-P2 Baseline map (21); Modified map (55) 40 0.00
Map2-SD2-P2 Baseline map (13); Modified map (50) 46 0.00
Map2-SD2-P3 Baseline map (4); Modified map (19) 12 0.00
Map3-SD2-P2 Baseline map (14); Modified map (56) 60 0.00
Map3-SD2-P3 Baseline map (11); Modified map (37) 23 0.00
Map4-SD2-P3 Baseline map (16); Modified map (27) 4 0.04
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Table 1. Cont.

Recommended Route No. Experiment Map (Number of Participants Who Chose the
Recommended Route) χ2 Value p Value

Map4-SD2-P4 Baseline map (4); Modified map (10) 3 0.09
Map5-SD2-P3 Baseline map (12); Modified map (42) 29 0.00
Map5-SD2-P4 Baseline map (6); Modified map (21) 10 0.00
Map6-SD2-P2 Baseline map (6); Modified map (17) 7 0.01
Map6-SD2-P3 Baseline map (6); Modified map (21) 11 0.00
Map7-SD2-P3 Baseline map (5); Modified map (9) 1 0.23
Map1-SD3-P5 Baseline map (2); Modified map (37) 47 0.00
Map1-SD3-P6 Baseline map (4); Modified map (13) 8 0.00
Map2-SD3-P3 Baseline map (6); Modified map (15) 5 0.02
Map2-SD3-P4 Baseline map (4); Modified map (13) 6 0.02
Map2-SD3-P5 Baseline map (4); Modified map (6) 1 0.47
Map3-SD3-P3 Baseline map (8); Modified map (18) 6 0.02
Map3-SD3-P4 Baseline map (5); Modified map (15) 6 0.01
Map3-SD3-P5 Baseline map (4); Modified map (6) 1 0.44
Map3-SD3-P6 Baseline map (4); Modified map (6) 0 0.49
Map4-SD3-P4 Baseline map (5); Modified map (8) 1 0.38
Map5-SD3-P5 Baseline map (5); Modified map (9) 1 0.25
Map5-SD3-P6 Baseline map (4); Modified map (13) 5 0.02
Map6-SD3-P4 Baseline map (4); Modified map (18) 11 0.00
Map7-SD3-P4 Baseline map (7); Modified map (34) 27 0.00

The route choices and results of the Chi-square test showed that shape simplification
can significantly increase the choice percentage of most of the recommended routes, while
having a weak influence on other recommended routes. As mentioned in Section 1, in
addition to route shape, other characteristics including initial orientation, number of
intersections, relative distance, and direction changes may influence pedestrians’ route
choice. As shown in Table 2, the seven recommended routes with no significant increase
in the choice percentage have larger differences in one or more geometric characteristics
compared with their corresponding baseline routes. Hence, it is necessary to analyze the
associations of these characteristics on the influence of route shape simplification on route
choice behavior.

Table 2. Geometric characteristics of seven recommended routes without a significant increase in the
choice percentage.

Recommended Route
No.

Difference in Initial
Orientation(º)

Difference in the Number
of Intersections Relative Distance Direction Changes

(Angular Step Depth)

Map2-SD3-P5 35 0 1.84 4.44
Map3-SD3-P5 88 2 1.31 4.58
Map3-SD3-P6 88 2 1.37 7.21
Map4-SD2-P4 64 3 0.99 3.42
Map4-SD3-P4 63 1 1.37 4.77
Map5-SD3-P5 36 2 1.61 8.35
Map7-SD2-P3 96 4 1.07 6.61

6. Correlation Analysis between the Influence Effects of Route Shape Simplification
and Other Geometric Characteristics

This section aims to confirm whether there are correlations between the influence
effects of route shape simplification and routes’ geometric characteristics. Partial correlation
analysis is widely used to study the relationship between two variables while excluding
the influences of other variables; accordingly, it was used in this study [53,54]. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient was used in this study, as it has been widely used to measure the
strength of the linear correlation between two variables in a correlation analysis [55]. In
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general, the degree of correlation is divided into three levels: low (when the absolute
value of a correlation coefficient is <0.3), moderate (when the absolute value of a correla-
tion coefficient is 0.3–0.5), and high (when the absolute value of a correlation coefficient
is >0.5) [56].

6.1. Correlation Analysis of Initial Orientation

In Figure 7, the horizontal axis is the difference in initial orientation and the vertical
axis is the difference in the choice percentages of the recommended routes. Meanwhile,
the red and yellow points represent the recommended routes with and without significant
increased choice percentages, respectively. For the results of the partial correlation analysis
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = −0.30, sample size n = 36, p = 0.09 > 0.05), p value is
the significance statistic value of the correlation coefficient [55] and the significance level
α was 0.05 in this study. The results show that there is no significant correlation between
the difference in initial orientation and the differences in choice percentages, because the
p value is more than 0.05.
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orientations.

As the correlations in the scatter plots are not strongly linear, further analysis was
conducted using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, which can be used to measure
the strength of the correlation between two variables when the correlations seem non-
linear [57,58]. According to the results (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient r = −0.06,
n = 36, p = 0.74 > 0.05), it could be found that there is also no significant correlation because
the p value is more than 0.05. As both results of correlation analysis show there is no
significant correlation, this suggests that the difference in initial orientation has a weak
influence on route choice, following route shape simplification.

6.2. Correlation Analysis of The Number of Intersections

In Figure 8, the horizontal axis is the difference in the number of intersections and the
vertical axis represents the differences in the choice percentages of the recommended routes.
Meanwhile, the red and yellow points represent the recommended routes with and without
significant increased choice percentages, respectively. The results of the partial correlation
analysis (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = −0.22, n = 36, p = 0.23 > 0.05; Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient r = −0.02, n = 36, p = 0.90 > 0.05) showed that there is no significant
correlation between the number of intersections and the differences in choice percentages,
as the two p values are more than 0.05. As both results of the correlation analysis show there
is no significant correlation, this suggests that the difference in the number of intersections
has a weak influence on route choice, following route shape simplification.
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6.3. Correlation Analysis of Relative Distance

In Figure 9, the horizontal axis is the relative distance and the vertical axis represents
the differences in the choice percentages of the recommended routes. Meanwhile, the
red and yellow points represent the recommended routes with and without significant
increased choice percentages, respectively. As people prefer the shortest route to their
destination [28,29], most baseline routes have the shortest lengths among all route choices.
Hence, most relative distances are >1, as shown in Figure 9. The results of the partial
correlation analysis (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = −0.52, n = 36, p = 0.00 < 0.05;
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient r = −0.48, n = 36, p = 0.00 < 0.05) showed that
there is a significant and highly negative correlation between the relative distance and the
differences in choice percentages, as the two p values are less than 0.05 and the two correla-
tion coefficients |r| are close to 0.5. This suggests that the relative distance significantly
influences route choice, following route shape simplification.
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According to the results of the Chi-square test in Section 5, there are 29 recommended
routes with significant differences in choice percentages and seven recommended routes
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with no significant differences. Among these seven routes, there are five routes with a
relative distance > 1.3. As shown in Figure 9, the increase in choice percentages is less
significant when the values of relative distance are >1.3. Fuest [16] compared two route
options on a map and indicated that shape simplification of a longer route can influence
route choice when the length of the shorter route is about 80–90% of the longer route.
Hence, about 1.3 times the relative distance may be a probable threshold for applying route
shape simplification to influence pedestrians’ route choice.

6.4. Correlation Analysis of Direction Changes

To quantitatively assess the direction changes of a recommended route, the angular
step depth of a recommended route was used in this study and calculated using Depthmap
software. In Figure 10, the horizontal axis indicates the angular step depth and the vertical
axis denotes the difference in the choice percentages of the recommended routes. Mean-
while, the red and yellow points represent the recommended routes with and without
significant increased choice percentages, respectively. The results of the partial correlation
analysis (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = −0.45, n = 36, p = 0.01 < 0.05; Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient r = −0.49, n = 36, p = 0.00 < 0.05) showed that there is a significantly
and moderately negative correlation between the angular step depth and the differences in
choice percentages, as the two p values are less than 0.05 and the two correlation coefficients
|r| are 0.3–0.5. This suggests that direction changes influence route choice, following route
shape simplification.
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According to the results of the Chi-square test in Section 5, there are 29 recom-
mended routes with significant differences in choice percentages and seven recommended
routes with no significant differences. Among these seven routes, excluding five routes
with a higher relative distance, there are two routes with larger direction changes, as
shown in Figure 11 (angular step depth of Map4-SD2-P4 = 3.42, angular step depth of
Map7-SD2-P3 = 6.61). Hence, when applying shape simplification to influence map users’
route choice regarding a recommended route, in the case of recommended routes with
larger direction changes, enhancing simplified routes’ visual continuity (e.g., making a turn
smoother) may increase the effects of the aforementioned influence.
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7. Discussion and Conclusions

This study conducted a systematically experimental investigation to evaluate the
influencing effects of route shape simplification on pedestrians’ route choice, considering
various geometric characteristics (relative distance, initial orientation, number of intersec-
tions, and direction changes). Seven road network regions suitable for walking were used
as experiment data, and two experiments were conducted: First, we selected three pairs of
starting and destination points on baseline maps and conducted a route choice experiment
for each pair. Second, based on the route choice results using the baseline maps, we selected
and simplified 36 recommended routes and conducted a route choice experiment using the
modified maps.

According to the experimental results, the following conclusions were drawn. First,
according to participants’ route choice and the results of the Chi-square test, shape sim-
plification significantly increased the choice percentages of most of the recommended
routes. Second, according to the results of the correlation analysis, larger relative distance
and direction changes significantly reduced the shape simplification’s influence on route
choice; meanwhile, initial orientation and the number of intersections had weak effects.
Third, the shape simplification’s influence on route choice was significantly reduced when
the relative distance was >1.3, which could be considered a threshold for the selection of
recommended routes. Additionally, larger direction changes may result in worse visual
continuity on a route, thereby reducing shape simplification’s influence on route choice.
Hence, smoothing the shape of the route surrounding the nodes could increase shape
simplification’s influence.

This study contributes to the literature on map-based route choice and cognition by
studying the associations of route shape simplification with pedestrians’ route choice. It
considers multiple geometric characteristics, including relative distance, initial orientation,
number of intersections, and direction changes. Further, this study shows that shape
simplification has different degrees of influence on route choice behavior under different
conditions of geometric characteristics; this may better support the practice of influencing
route choice behaviors via shape simplification.

This study has some limitations that can be addressed in future studies. First, it only
considers routes’ geometric characteristics, while personal factors (e.g., spatial skills and
personal experience), environmental factors (e.g., accessibility and walkability), and visual
variables (e.g., using different colors to represent road features and maps’ background)
may also influence pedestrians’ route choice [7]. Thus, such factors will be considered in
a future study. Second, the present study’s experiments were conducted in a laboratory
environment using paper maps. Thus, future studies should investigate route choices in
outdoor settings using digital maps displayed on portable devices. Additionally, in a future
study, we aim to develop a selection model based on the present research to support the
automatic selection of recommended routes.
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